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COMJ_UTER PROGRAM FOR TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMICS TO HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
VOLL_IE I.- AERODYNAMIC METHODS AND PROGRAM USERS' GUIDE
John A. Axelson
Ames Research Center
Summary
The theory formulated in the AEROX computer program for estimating aircraft
aerodynamics to high angles of attack (60°) and a program user's guide _:re
included in the present Volume I. Program operators concerned specifically
with program execution should consult pages 15 through 19. Volume II contains
comparisons of the estimated and experimental aerodynamics for nine test cases
over wide r_nges of angle of attack and Mach number. A program llsting and
sample output tables and plots are shown in Volume III.
_e AEROX program estimates the coefficients of lift, induced-drag and
pitching moment for wings and for wing-body combinations with or without an
aft horizontal tail. Both trimmed and untrimmed characteristics are estimated.
Minimum drag coefficients (e.g., friction, wave and propulslon-system additive
drags) are not estimated in AEROX, but may be input as initialized coefficients
for inclusion in the total aerodynamic parameters, such as llft/drag ratio.
Low-speed viscous stall is not covered. Transonic airfoil calculations utilize
the chordwise locations of the local limit shock waves. These designated shock
locations ere entered as an input parameter, rather than extracted as solutions.
The AEROX program is based on new forms of compressible wing theory
covering potential and nonpotential flows, allowing for local regions of tran-
sonic limit Math numbers, and encompassing attached and detached leading-edge
shocks in supersonic flow. The program is applicable to broad ranges of con-
figurations and flight conditions, and has a rapid computer execution time,
(30 points per second on the IBM 360). It has been used extensively in
computerized aircraft preliminary design and optimization studies, and would
be a veluable asset in activities concerned wi_h aerodynamic instruction,
: correlation and research.
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INTRODUCTION
The AEROX computer program for estimating aircraft aerodynamics to hi>_h
angles of attack is based on new, nonlinear follulations of compressible wing
theory extended to cover transonic and supersonic flows, including shock waves
and attendant rotational flows. The unavailability of any rigorous method for
calculating three-dimensional aerodynamics to high angles of attack was dis-
cussed by A.M.O. Smith in the 1974 AIAA Wright Brothers Lecture reported in
reference i. The primary obstacle cited was the continuing and current
inability to define the overall influence of viscosity.
The AEROX ap/roach postulates that transonic and supersonic flows past
airfoils are dominated by shock waves, a_idthat the primary effects of viscosity
are in determining the skin friction and in influencing the chordwise location
of transonic shock waves. These shock locatio_.s are not extracted as solutions,
but rather are entered as a designated input parameter. The effects of varying
the shock location are then visible in the listed and plotted outputs of aero-
dynamic coefficients.
The nonpotentlal lift and induced drag equations are based on the inte-
grations of momentum components in the plane through the trailing edge and
normal to the flight direction. The onset of nonpotentlal, transonic flow
around conventional, blunt airfoils is assumed to occur when the Laltone limit
values for local Math number or loading from references 2 or 3 are attained on
the airfoil nose or along its surface. Additional discussion and supporting
experimental evidence for this concept appear in reference 4.
The prototype program has been in operation at the Ames Research Center
s_nce 1973, (FORTRAN IV, LEVEL G), on the IBM 360 and CDC 7600 computers. It
has been used in numerous aircraft prelimlnary-design and optimization studies,
some examples of which are documented in references 5, 6 and 7. The synthesis
program also included the CONMIN optimizer repc_=ed in reference 8.
2
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/: Nomenclature
The symbols used in the input-output formats, the data set listings and
in the equations are identified as follows:
AEROX program name
• ALEL J, J input integer identifying type of airfoil (i_ J 6 5) See AXE listing
ALER, _E angle of attack for onset of the lea0ing-edge limit Mach number,
rad.
ALFTR, _fRIM trimmed angle of attack, deg. (ITRIM=I)
ALPHA,ALF, _ angle of attack of wing reference plane, deg.
ALTV input altitude, ft.
AMC maximum angle of attack for subsonic compressibility or
interference (40) deg.
APLAN planform area of nose, sq. ft.
ARDET angle of attack for shock detachment from sharp airfoils, rad.
ARH input aspect ratio of horizontal tall
ARW input aspect ratio of wing
ARWX aspect ratio of exposed wing
ASECT nose maximum cross sectional area, sq. ft.
AT62 subroutine for atmospheric properties
AXE subroutine for wing aerodynamics
BCLCDI subroutine for body aerodynamics
BDMAX input body diameter, ft.
CBARW wing mean aerodynamic chord, ft.
CDCAM drag coefficient due to wing camber CLO
CDHOR induced drag coefficient of horizontal tail (ref. to SWING)
CDN nose or body induced drag coefficient (ref. to SWING)
CDO input minimum drag coefficient for wing (exclude camber) ICDO=I.
CDOB input additive drag coefficient for body, tail, propulsion,
ICDO= i.
CDSEP wing separation drag coefficient in flow zone 4
CDTOT, CD total drag coefficient, includes CDO, CDOB when ICDO=I.
CDW, CO i wing induced drag coefficient
CISQ polynomial in wing llft-curve slope equation,
SIN4_+COS2U-2SIN2_- _ SIN2_COS2u
CLALFA wing lift-curve slope, per deg.
CLHOR horizontal tail lift coefficient (ref. to SWING)
3
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Nomenclature - Page 2
CLLES wing lower-surface lift coefficient at E
CLN nose or body lift coefficient (ref. to SWING)
CLO input wing lift coefficient at _=0
CLOB input additive lift coefficient for body, propulsion
CLTOT, CL total lift coefficient
CL_J wing lift coeff::,'ient
CLWL llft coefficient fo_ wing lower surface
CLWU lift coefficient for wing upper surface
CLUBS incremental wing lift coefficient of upper surface in interval
E
CLUES wing upper surface lift coefficient at E
CM, C pitching-moment" coefficient
m
CMO input wing pitching-moment coefficient at _=0.
CMOB input additive pitching-moment coefficient for body (BCLCDI
subroutine)
CPDS pressure coefficient downstream of limit shock for Z=4 (IXCD=0)
CPLIM limit pressure coefficient
CP_tXS pitot comprebslbility factor for lower surface llft (Z_.4)
CPSTAG stagnation pressure coefficient behind normal shock (Z=6)
CP2 pressure coefficient downstream of limit shock for Z=4 (IXCD=I)
CROOT wing root chord (_, ft. (streamwlse)
CTIP wing tip chord, ft. (streamwise)
DALTR adjustment of angle of attack for trim at constant CL, deg.
DCDTR incremental trim drag coefficient
DCLTR increment of llft coefficient during trim
DDISP plot control integer for component drag coefficients; 0, No plot,
i, plot printed
DELH increment of horlzontal-tail deflection to trim, deg.
DEPDA rate of change of downwash angle with angle of attack
DEXP exponent in induced drag coefficient equation, 1.5-Mcos SWPWLF
for M i; 1.5-M2cos SWPWLF for i M. _;
DLWING) wing llft-curve slope, per tad.
DNBL Math number attenuation factor for llft-curve slope in Z-6
DWASH) EPSI downwash angle at the designated horizontal tail location, deg.
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Nomenclature - Page 3
ED eccentricity of wing CBARW/4; XQMAC-XCG
EPSD wake downwash angle
FDNOSE multiplying factor for nose dra_, progra_ed unity
FINT wlng-body interference factor, attenuated with _, Z_4, M_l.4
FLAX wing-body interference facto-, 5SZ
FLEX lift factor for wing chord extension
FLNOSE multiplying factor for nose lift, programmed unity
FMOML wing lower-surface lift factor for Z=6
FMOMU wing upper-sucface lift factor for Z=6
FTOTD multiplying factor for change of reference area for CD
FTOTL multiplying factor for change of reference area for CL
FCM multiplying factor for change of reference dimensiens for CM
GEOMI subroutine for calculating geometric parameters
ICDO input control integer for minimum drag; O, CDO omitted; i, input
wing CDO included
IDATA input control integer on printout; O, no print; l, listing
printed
IFLEX input control integer for strake bluntness; O, sharp; i, blunt
IPLOT input control integer for plots; O, no plots; i, plots printed
ITABL input control integer for geometry heading; O, no print; i,
heading printed
ITRIM input control integer for trim option; O, data untrimmed; i,
trlmed
IT input horizontal-tall incidence, deg.
IXCD input control integer for limit shock position; O, constant X/C;
i, limit shock sweep angle SHK specified from XCD at airplane
centerllne
J,ALELJ input integer identifying type of airfoil - See AXE listing
L/D llft/drag ratio, when ICDO-1.
LDISP input plot-control integer; O, no plot; I, component lift co-
. efficient plotted
LE tall length from moment center, ft.; XQHOR-XCG
• LT tail length from CBARW/4, ft.; XQHOR-XQMAC
M, SMN Mach number
Mc cross-flow Mach number, M sins in BCLCDI subroutine; fig. 3.
MPLOT subroutine for trinnned plots, all Mach numbers together.
P2 static pressure downstream of limit shock
PLOT subroutine for untrimmed plots, plot set for each N,
PPLOT input plot-control integer; O, + Cm right; I, + Cm left
PTI free-stream stagnation pressure
5
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: RNC body cross-flow Reynolds number; fig. 3.
_LOC Reynolds number per foot for input Mach number and altitude
ROC input leading-edge radius to chord ratio for J=5 airfoils
SEXT input area of wing chord extension (forward strake), sq. ft.
SHK input sweep angle of the limit shock in Z=4 with IXCD=I, deg.
SHOR input horizontal tall area, sq. ft.
SMN,M _ach number I
SPANW wing span, ft.
SQH input sweep angle of horlzontal-tall C/4 llne, deg.
SQW;S_._W input sweep angle of wing C/4 line, deg._ rad.
SWING input wing reference area, sq. ft.
SWPWLE Sweep angle of the wing leading edge, rad.
SX exposed wing area, sq. ft.
SXC;SHK sweep angle of limit shock, Zffi4,IXCDffiO;I.
TCRW input thlckness-to-chord ratio of wing _ (streamwise)
TCTW input thickness-to-chord ratio of wing tip chord (streamwise)
TRIMDG subroutine for downwash, tail aerodynamics and trim
TRW input wing taper ratio, CTIP/CROOT
XCD, X/C input chordwise location of llmlt shock, Z=4.
XCG input longitudinal station of moment center (or CG), ft.
XEXT input longitudinal station of centrold o¢ wing chord extension
SEXT, ft.
XLB input body length, ft.
XLN input nose length, ft.
XQHOR input longitudinal station of horizontal-tail C/4, ft.
XQMAC input longitudinal station of wing CBARW/4, ft.
Y vertical coordinate
YBAR lateral station of the wing mean aerodynamic ¢aord, ft.
YHOR input height of horizontal tail from wing plane, positive for
high tail, ft.
Z integer identifying flow zone
_, ALPHA angle of attack of wing reference plane, deg.
_E' ALER angle of attack for onset of the leading-edge limit Mach number,
rad.
¥ ratio of specific heats for air, 1.4.
_H horlzontal-tail angle of attack
bar over a parameter denotes the effective value; e.g.,
SQ--W-SIN'I[sIN(SQW)CO$(_)]
6
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AERODYNAMICTttEORY
The equations for evaluating alrfoil aerodynamics are organized according
to the division of the flight envelope into the flow zones depicted in figure i.
The cross-hatched viscous stall region is not included in the present method.
The flow is considered incompressible for Mach numbers below 0.I. The co_- "
pressible, shockless zone 2 covers airfoils with L%unt leading edges and with
surrounding flows having local Mach numbers everywhere below the Laitone limit
value (SQRT(y+3)/2). The boundary between zones 2 and 3 is estimated by the
equation for ALER, the angle of attack for onset of the limit Mach number at
the leading edge. The onset of the surface limit-_ch number, zone 4, occurs
: when the upper-surface lift for zone 2 or 3 reaches the limit lift corresponding
to the designated chordwise shock location, XCD. Sharp airfoils are considered
to have reached the leading-edge Mach limit for all subsonic flow, and are
treated with the nonrotential lift equations of zones 3 and 4. Zone 5 applies
only to sharp airfoils having supersonic leading edges with attached shocks.
: Finally, flow zone 6 covers all elrfoils with detached, leadlng-edge shocks.
The supersonic leading edges for zones 5 and 6 occur when the normal component
of Mach number exceeds unity (H cos SWPWLE_I.).
The following equations apply to an equivalent wing having straight
leading and trailing edges. Account is made for strakes and wing forward-
chord extensions in AEROX by multiplying all of the following equations for
llft coefficient and win8 llft-curve slop_ by the term (I + FLEX). FLEX, the
empirical lift factor for the chord extension, is defined within the program
and depends on Mach number, angle of attack, and whether the extension is
sharp (IFLEX-O) or blunt (IFLEX-1).
7,
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/Incompressible Flow Zone i (MzO.l)
The inco,pressible lift equation for conventional airfoils is taken from
the potential-flow theory of Kutta-Joukowski. The lift equation for nonpotential
flow, such as around sharp ai£foils, is based upon the integration of downwash
momentum. Both equations are extended to three-dimensional flows through the
inclusions of the Prandtl aspect-ratio transformation and the cosine term
involving the effective sweep of the quarter-chord line. The potential-flow
equations for conventional airfoils are: ._
. ARW .
CL = 21_sin¢( cos SQW (_) (I)
dCL
de--q= 2_ cos0_ cos SQW (_o)ARW+2 (2)
CD, = CL2
, _---_ (3)
The nonpotential equations derived in the Appendix are:
CL = 21fst =_(cos2oC(I- =05 50.W_----_-_) (4)
dCL ARW
d-_-=_fcos_ (2sin%+2cos20(-4sln2_-3sin_cos2a)cos SQI---_(_--_) (Sa)
= 2_cos_(CISQ)cos S-_ (AR-_2)"ARW . (5b)
CDI = CL(TAN )DF_XP (6}
The incompressible lift is comprised of equal contributions from the upper
and lower wing surfaces. The nonpotential equations asymptotically approach
the potential equations at small angles of attack.
Compreseible, Shock-free Flow Zone 2
in estimating the aerodynamics for airfoils having subsonic leading edges,
separate compressibility factor_ are _.=ed for the lifts of the upper and lower
surfaces. For compressible, shock-fre, flow (zone 2) on the upper surface of
8
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/blunt airfoils, a £randtl-Glauert factor is used involving the component of
flight Mach number normal to the quarter-chord llne and an angle-of-attack
attenuation to value unity at 40°.
dt-Mzcos
• No compressibility factor is used for the uppe_-surface lift in nonpotent, al
flow, because the onset of the local Mach-li_it is considered to "freeze" the
local flow.
Lower-surface lifts in potential and nonpotentlal flows arcund airfoils
having subsonic leading edges are evaluated using a pitot-compresslbillty factor
expressing the ratio of the leading-edge, stagnation-line pressure in compres-
sible flow to that in incompressible flow. Account i8 included for variations
in the angles of attack and sweep, azzdfor wing-body interference patterned
after the FLAX parameter from references 9 and I0.
= -, Cs)
(,.+,.M)
The compressible, potential-flow equations for conventional airfoils are
obtained by incorporating the compressibility factors, equations (7) and (8),
into equatio_a (1) and (2).
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Sharp ai_foils in subson-'c, compressible flow are treated as nonpotential,
Mach-limited flows, and assign_-t to flow zones 3 or 4.
Leadir_-edg_ Mach-limited Flow Zone 3
The onset of the Laitone limit Math number in the curvilinear flow around
a blunt-alrfoll leading edge is estimated by the value of the onset angle of
attack, WE, derived as equation (All), in the Appendix. A brief discussion of
the conceptual flow model undergoing the transition from compressible, potential
flow to Ma_h-limited, nonpotential flow follows.
After attaining the local limit Mach number around the leading edge,
further increases in angle of attack or in flight M_ch number tend to enlarge
the local Mach-limited region on the airfoil nose. The enlargement of the
constant velocity profile in the curvilinear _ ow around =he nose disrupts Lhe
radial equilibrium between the local_radial static-pressure gradient an# the
iocal,een_rifugal forces. (Irrotagional, curvilinear flow exists onl> when
radial equilibrium prevails,wh_ce cequ!ores an essentially inverse rela=ionship
between locsl velocity and local streamline radius of curvature.) The constant-
velocity profile may be accompanied by the dominance of the local centrifugal
forces and the possible formation of a separation bubble. When the locally
supersonic flow decelerates{and reattaches)Just downstream of the nose (with
or without the separation bubble), a "peaky" pressure distribution results,
(shown in ref. 4). This flow is designated in AEP.OXas ipading-edge Mach-
limited, or zone 3. When the separation bubble la present, the mixing action
of the rotatlonal-flow layu_s emenating flom the disrupted nose flow may promote
the flow reattachment.
10
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When the supersonic limit-Mach number extellds well back on the airfoil
upper surface, resulting in the flat pr2ssure distribution (also in ref. 4),
s
the flow is surface Mach-limited, and assigned to zone 4. Surface Mach-limited
i flow is modeled to have separat_nn downstream of the surface limit shock,
re_ultlng in an additive drag component, CDSEP. Experimental confirmation of
the separation appears in pressure distributions, samples of which were
included in reference 4.
Sharp airfoils in compressible, subsonic flow are treated as leading-edge "
Mach-limited flow with the nonpotential zone 3 equations.
The lift clrves for blunt airfoils traversing from compressible, potential flow
(zone 2) into zone 3 are assigned a continuous mathematical transition, rather
than a discontinuous Jump, so that the program may be coupled to an optimizer
program. The lift equation is the sum of the zone 2 llft (eq. (9)) evaluated
at W E and an incremental lift for the interval (_-_) in zone 3, untl| _.I| t5
re.bed.
. . CL= Gre_ferOf _. Eq'Ol) 04-)
Surface Mach-llmlted Zone 4
The conceptual flow model depicting surface Mach-number 11mited flow past
an airfoil is shown in figure 2. The Laitone limit Mach number (refs. 2, 3)
corresponds to the maximization of the static pressure behind the surface limit
a"&
fJ_! _ 0 I M_---,/_ 05)dMLoc
11
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Thls criterion is extended to swept wings in the AEROX program with the
following limit pressure coefficient.
The airfoil lift coefficient for zone 4 is the sum of the lower-surface
nonpotential llft _eq. (II_ and the upper-surface limit llft, which is
dependent upon the deslbnated chordwise location, XCD of the surface limit
shock. The program uses XC = f(XCD) which moves the limit shock to the trailing
edge as the sonic leading-edge condition is reached.
CPDS is the pressure coefficient downstream of the limit shock, corresponding
to 92 In figure 2. The separation drag coefficient, CDsEP , accounts for the
momentum deficit in the modeled separation wake passing the trailing edge.
The wake is assumed to originate at the base of the limit shock, to have its
upper edge follow a llne inclined at one-half the angle of attack, and to have
a linear velocity profile between the zero value on the surface to the free-
stream value at the upper edge. t
1cpoz._ r +M_ z co_-_-(¢- • I
...LT ., J
Cos_p=(Sin.W-aPt_[I- .I cm_w
Supersonic Attached-Shock Zone 5
Alrfolls having sharp leadlng edges wlth attached shocks are treated in
12
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zone 5. The upper boundary is the angle of attack for shock detachment, ARDET,
which is evaluated by equations based on curve-fitting figure 4 in reference ii
for supersonic speeds, and based on the theory of reference 12 for hypersonic
opeeds. The supersonic llft coefficients are estimated by the nonpotential
equation (11) using the exposed wing area, an empirical, Mach-attenuated aspect-
ratio transformation, and the wlng-body interference factor of Flax (ref. 9, i0)
applied to the lower surface llft.
• 2_ 51rl_ M-- " -:.-_)-I" )
dCI" O C! _WX 5x FL
For _¢M:3, multiply Ll-,eabove equations by" (M2-1)-I/2
At Mach numbers above 3, lift coefficients are evaluated by the explicit,
obllque-shock theory of £eference 12.
q.=¢_+.y_5,V _w\.V,+t_,,*.-_o*,,f-4 +<
<,IcL+',< +, • + ;, ,," +'_,,',,co,_
_:f+x '_LV+..,.+,,,,:o.,,<+,,,,,.+A--,.-,+,,,,+. Y_,..___.c,..,....,]{.,+.,,,,)dot_sw+,,V_+'A " " l,._,..ps,,'.,<Amt,+_"_)
• %_:eLt,,.,.,+< (2+)
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/Supersonic Detached-Shock Zone 6
Blunt airfoils with supersonic leading edges and sharp airfoils wlth
detached leading-edge shocks are treated with the following equations combining
the nonpotentlal equation (ii) derived from diverted momentum and modified
Newtonian impact theory, which assumes increased importance on the windward
surfece loading at hypersonic speed. The llnit pressure coefficient for tlze
upper surface undergoes a transition from a value of -0.68 at M=I and approaches
1
the value - _2, the well-known empirical value suggested by _YER in reference 13.
C,LIM=-_,-_(' -'32 \_r_! (as/
The upper surface lift coefficient becomes a small fraction of the total lift
coefficient as Mach number increases.
- CPuI_(._wIN@)COSCX/
¢Lu-L_sseRoe_,,
,, s,._V5x V ARWX\h:_oMu\,%
CLx ?{sln= coGz_/' s,n_V 5x '_/ARWX V I=MO_L\/e_.,,.A_ z
C / 5x ._ 5trl
d% .
= • -k_wx,_A_,,._Ao.e_._. , "',
dC_._=ICL_dCL,
CL• c_._ c_.t_ _- a"_-+
coi=CL'r_.= (_,)
The empirical constant_ entering the diverted-momentum (nonpotential) llft
contribution include DNBL,establishlng the variation with Mach number, and
14
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FMOMU and FMOML, expressing the division of the diverted momentum lift to the
i
upper and lower wing surfaces.
} M% _-'-1.77)
: DNDL- __ (,.';7,: M')
I. N_l.g _) .-
g_OMl.I = <
n-.--_ (i.a,,M)
.P._-.6M M___.5)/
 MoML- o.T\
o. i _"M'-.ss" (z.a,M1
APPLICATION TO AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Input
Input file fc.mats for the IBM 360 and CDC 7600 computers are enclosed.
Each item is discussed here and also identified in the nomenclature. Note
that parametric studies may be performed by entering the minimum and maximum
values and increments for the wing aspect ratio (ARW), wing taper ratio (TRW),
wing quarter-chord sweep angle (SQW), angle of attack (ALF), and the designated
chordwise shock locations (XCD). For a particular airplane or single value
to any of these parameters_ enter the value as the minimum and the maximum, and
15
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assign an appropriate non-zero value for the increments, (see sample input
sheets for test cases in vol. I!). The program allows an array of up to(Z)
twenty Mach numbers and upt01_twenty angles of attack. Angles of attack to
40° are usually input as 2° minimum, 40° maximum, with 2° increments. Angles
to 80° can be input as 4° minimum, 80 ° maximum, with 4° increments. Maximum
angles should not reach 90°. Enter dot_e_ _i_le, _ec _oput _orn_),
NSMN number of Mach numbers in the array, up to 20.
SMN list the Mach numbers in the array.
ICDO input control integer for minimum drag; O, CDO omitted; i, input
value of CDO included in CDTOT and L/D.
CDO input CDO values for each Mach number in the array.
CMO input CMO values for each Mach number in the array.
CLOB input CLOB values for each Mach number in the array.
CDOB input CDOB values for each Math number in the array.
CMOB input CMOB values for each Mach number in the array.
ITRIM input control integer for trim option; O, untrimmed; i, trimmed.
ALELJ input airfoil identification integer; i, sharp; 2, NACA 230XX and
00XX airfoils; 3, NACA 6 series airfoils; 4, slab airfoils with
round leading edges; 5, leadlng-edge radlus-to-chord ratio specified.
MNARW minimum wing aspect ratio
MXARW maximum wing aspect ratio
INARW incremental wing aspect ratio
MNTRN minimum wing taper ratio
MXTRW maximum wing taper ratio
INTRW incremental wing taper ratio
MNSQW minimum wing quarter-chord sweep angle, deg.
MXSQW maximum wing quarter-chord sweep angle, deg.
INSQW incremental wing quarter-chord sweep angle, deg.
SWING wing reference area for equivalent wing having straight leading and
trailing edges, sq. ft.
TCRW streamwise thlckness-to-chord ratio at wing centerllne
TCTW streamwise thlckness-to-chord ratio at wing tip
ROC leadlng-edge radius-to-chord ratio; specify for ALELJ-5; otherwise,
zero.
SEXT area of wing chord forward extensions or strakes, sq. ft.
XEXT longitudinal station of centrold of chord extensions, ft.
IFLEX input 0 for sharp chord extensions, 1 for blunt.
26
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BDMAX maximum body diameter, ft.
XLN nose length, ft. (longit. 0 station at nose)
XLB body length, ft.
XCG longitudinal station of moment center or center of gravity, ft.
SHOR horizontal tall area, sq. ft.l
I XQHOR longitudinal station of horizontal tall C/4 llne, ft.
° ARH aspect ratio of horizontal tail
SQH sweep angle of C/4 llne of horizontal tail, deg.
• YHOR vertical height of tail from wing plane, ft. (+ tail above plane)
IT horizontal tail Incidence_ deg.
MNALF minimum angle of attack, deg. (usually 2@)
MXALF maximum angle of attack, deg. (usually 40 °)
INALF incremental angle of attack, deg. (usually 2°)
MNXCD most forward chord location of limit shock in Z=4, (typ..3)
MXXCD most rearward chord location of limit shock in Z=4, (max i.)
INXCD incremental fraction of chord for intermediate shock locations.
IXCD control integer_ O, limit shock in Z=4 is at constant fraction of chord
across the wing span; i, limit shock starts at XCD at _, extends
outboard at the specified limit shock sweep angle, SHK.
SRK limit shock sweep angle, deg. for IXCD=I; 0 for IXCD=O.
ALTV altitude, ft.
FTOTL multiplying factor for change of llft coefficient reference area (def.l.)
FTOTD multiplying factor for change of drag coefficient reference area (def.l.)
FCM multiplying factor for change of pitching-moment coefficient reference
dimensions
IDATA listing-control integer;0, no print; I, printout provided.
ITABL listing-control integer; 0, no heading; i, heading printed.
• IPLOT plot-control integer; 0, no plot; I, plots provided.
PPLOT O, + CM plotted to right; i, + CM to left.
LDISP component llft-coefficient plot control integer; 0, no plot; i, plot
provided. Six outputs are CLHOR, CLN, CLWL, CLWU, CLW, CLTOT
DDiSP component drag-coefflcient plot-control integer; O, no plot; I, plot
provided. Four outputs are CDN, CDSEP, CDW, CDTOT
In addition to sweep angle, SQW, at least three additional wing planform para-
meters must be specified: SWING, ARW, and TRW. The program calculates the
following parameters if they are input as zero: SPANW, CROOT, CTIP, CBARW,
YBAR. Also, for a wing alone having longitudinal station O, at the leadlng-edge
17
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apex, the program calculates X_C, if it is input as zero. For all other cases,
XQIdACmust be input. The choice of horizontal tail area depends on the tail
configuration. Use total planform area for large tails on small afterbodies.
With wide bodies enclosing twin jets, use exposed tail area.
AEROX includes the following subroutines:
I. AEROX Driver control, read and write statements
2. AT62 Atmospheric properties
3. GEOMI Geometric parameters
4. AXE Wing aerodynamics and configuration totals
5. BCLCDI Body aerodynamics
6. TRIMDG Tail aerodynamics, CH, trim
7. PLOT Untrimmed CL vs. a, CL vs. CD, CL vs. CM for each M
8. MPLOT Trimmed CL vs. a, CL vs. CD, all M's together
18
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• ICDO •
CDO •
..... C_O ', ........................................................
CLOR • --
" COOg *
--'-L'H-O_....•
ITRIM •
lEND
....-k._k_i_...................................... ' ................................
ALELJ • t
' IINIRN • t MXARW IN&M)I • _ .....
. NNsON I * MXSON z I |NSOH • f {:LO. • o
SHING • t SPJNN • t CROOT* t CT|P • o
• " TCR.I_ • ......... t ' TCTW --i ..... ,- %_4[C m, , CIAR__ ......... ,
ROC I' * SEXY = , XfXT • o IFLEX • ,
...."z_rosEZ_ -
BDMAX _ t XLN • , XLB *z , XCG • ,
&END
"--IlT_ IEINF ............................
SHDR • o XOHOR* , IRl_ • , SQH :" ,
YHOR • , I T • t
&FL,O.WIN
NNALF • o MXALF • , |NAI..P • o
MNXCO' ..... , MXXCO• " , INXCS-_........ T .......................
IXCrJ • , SHK • .
ALTV • ,
......z..6- --
&I=ACTOllI
FTOTL • t FTOTD • , FCM • o
- IrbExO..................................................
" LOUd'PUT,
IOiIT& m _ ITABL .. *
.... IPI.OT" • _ -_r_ Ot 1ii ..... ;-- .......
• LD|_P '. ,_ o . * t .
DOl ._P ,, . o . ,
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CDC 7_ _ _ INPUT fO_'IAT
COLUHN
0000|00 TITLE UP TO 56 CHARACTER_ LONG
0000200 IARR&Y$
0000300 NSMN • t
0000600 SNN • t e e.e e t(COFoNA NUNBER 20}
0000_00 ICDO • t t ... , . " " •
0000600 COD = t , ... t t " " "
0000700 CMO • " t t ... t t " " "
0000800 CLOg a t , ,o, . . " " "
O000qO0 CDOB • t t ... , t " " "
0001000 CMOR • t t ... t . " " "
0001100 ITRIN • t . ... t , " " "
0001200 SEND
"0001300- ]WiNG|N .......................
0001600 ALELJ • t
O001_00 NNARM • t NXARW • o |NARM • t
0001600 NNTRM • t HXTRM • , |NTRM • e
0OO17OO MNSOW • t NXSOW • t |N$OM • o CLN m t
O00|ROO SWING s e SPANN • , CROOT • e_ CTIP • !
--0001900--T-_8W--' ............ _--fCTW--; ..... ,--XQMAC-;-- . CgaRw • t
0002000 ROC • _ SEXT " . XEXT • . IFLEX • t
0002100 SEND
0002200 SNDSE|N
0002300 BDNAX • t XLN • . XLB • t XCG • .
0002600 tEND
.....0002SOG--SYA|[IN ................................
0002600 SHOR m t XOHOR • , ARH • . tOM • t
0002700 YNOR s t IT • t
0002800 LEND
O002qO0 SFLOMIN
0003000 NNALF • t HXALF • t |NALF • I
-0003100--MN_CD-m ......... _ NXXCO • t INXCD s .... t
0003200 |XCD • o SHK • t
0003300 &LTV • t
0003600 SEND .....
0003500 SFACT_R
0003600 FTOTL • t FTOTD • t FCM m t
-OOO_?OO---|EI_O ...................................
0003800 IOUTPUT
0003900 IDATA • t |TABL • .
0004000 -|PLOT I " I--PPLOT • t .....
0004100 LOISP m . t * . . .
0006200 DDISP • . t t t t
-_O04_O0-t_NO ....................................
Nine oddi+iono] cqrd+_ $_arf_ Q_ _lumn _ ore required _or CDC_o0 opera,ion:
At fron_ o_dec_ :
PROGRAM AEROX (INPUT, OUTPUTs TAPES : IHPUT_ TAPE 6 : Or'PuT)
- A-'_ e'--_ o--_d--ecK_ FUNCTION _IN tA_ _ ,.
£NO
FuCT,O '
=
RETUR_
E_D 20
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APPENDIX A - WING (AXE subroutine)
Derivatlnn of Nonpotentlal Lift Equation
A description of the conceptual transonic-flow airfoil model (fig. 2)
involving local limit Mach numbers, shock waves, rotational flow and separation
is included in the text under flow - zone 3. The lift no longer conforms to
potential theory, but rather is evaluated in AEROX by equations based on the
. integration of the downwash momentum in the plane passing through the airfoil
trailing edge and normal to the flight direction, The distribution of the
. downwash velocity in the vertical plane is defined by the nondlmenslonal "_
attenuation factor appearing in the brackets of equation (A2) below. This
factor prescribes the distribution of the disturbance velocity in the XT plane
for rectilinear flow with superposed circulation (vortex). It also closely
represents the distribution of the downwash velocity in the same XT plane also
/
passing through the trailing edge of the cambered, streamline airfoil shown in
the upper sketch. This factor also prescribes the distri'_utlon of the distur-
bance velocities in the two components in the XT plane through the trailing
edge of the planar airfoil shown in the lower sketch. The trailing edge
velocityVcos= satisfies the assigned boundary conditions of free-stream
velocity at _=0 ° and of zero lift at ==0 ° and e=90 °.
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The nonpotential lift equation (A4) and it_ -_crivative provide the basis
for the estimation of lift characteristics for sh_*p lirfoils and for blunt
airfoils at transonic and supersonic speeds. The _a _tions for zones 3 through
6 incorporate mu%timlying factors to account for ,c_4pressibility, sweep,
aspect-ratio transformations, and detached oo_ _l,cis,
. Ang].e of kttack _E
The angle of attack for the onset o_ _,e leadlng-edge limit _ch number,#
equation (All), is found by equating equations (AT) and (AI0), Equation (A7)
is the solution to the curvilinear, compressible, potential flow around a
parabolic leadlng-edge presented in reference 14. Equation (i0) stems from
the substitution of the limit Mach number (A9) into the general isentropic
equation (A8). Equation (All) is fitted to various families of airfoils for
which the leading-edge radius-to-chord -atio can be expressed in terms of the
thlckness-to-chord ratio.
- SET Me "_ (A_, A_)
M/'iv_.., 2_ z0
\V_/MAX " 1.236 + M2
w
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Wings of Aspect Ratio Below 2
The nonpotential lift equations are used for all :_harpwings. For aspect
ratios below 2, the account for aspect ratio differs from thp Prandtl trans-
formation and assumes values taken from reference 15 (fig. 4) and reference 16
(fig. 6).
Ck= Sin _ C05_ (( - "-"_-"- FINT) . j
=r "^'
.866
For )_ch numbers abeve 2, multiply the above equations by (.5+_:_)
Equation (AI2) for wings alone (A_/=ARUX) can be reduced to the intuitive
"leading-edge suction analogy" equation devised by Polhamus (ref. 15), when
sin2a
the term is omitted.
2
9
CL= /_-WSlNaCOS2=+ (2+ARW) SlN'_COS_
This is the same as equation 4 of reference 15, the sum of the so-called
potential and vortex lift components.
CL---Kp $1nd(¢05z_ + I_'v $#n_ co$o( (Ref. 15)
Camber Drag
The camber input, CLO, in AEROX is the actual lift coefficient at zero
angle of attack. The incremental drag coefficient, CDCA_, produced by the
camber is evaluated on the basis of a constant value of the maximum llft-to-
drag ratio for the assumed parabolic polar curves for the related symmetrical
and cambered airfoils.
¢DCA M = _ = a Cl,,O (A-14)
24
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CDO is the minimum drag coefficient of the symmetrical _ing, and is one
of the optional AEROX inputs for each Mach number, when the control integer
ICDO = i. When CDO is not specified, and the integer ICDO = 0, CDCAM = CLO/20.
The parameter CLO, representing wing camber, is attenuated to zero in
AEROX, when the sonic leadlng-edge condition is reached. If finite values
of lift coefficient are to be retained at supersonic speeds, they are input
as CLOB value_ for each Mach number in the array. (See the shuttle test case
in Vol. II).
25
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APPENDIX B - HORIZONTAL TAIL
Downwash
The equations describing the downwash field used in the TRIHDG routine
are based on a correlation of theory and data from references 17 through 20.
3-ARWF_._-,,_1[.,. _,_,.,_-_] _,}
Nondimensionallzed offset distance from tail to wake,
- A-'_/ s_,A,,,
Downwash angle at the horizontal tail,
DWASH-L *-7__JL .I _ _JL' '_ IBm)
Downwash derivative wlth respect to angle of attack, _
Supersonic downwash attenuation factor; if 14M, multiply (B3) and (B4)
by ATENF.
ATENF= I.-0.I _+- ____j
26
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Horizontal-Tail Aerodynamics
The increments in lift coefficient (based on SWING) contributed by an
aft horizontal tail are evaluated by the nonpotential lift equations. For
subsonic speeds (Z_4),
m
at supersonic speeds (Z= 5,6), the nonpotential lift for the wing is multiplied
by suitable ratios of the geometry to obtain the tail lift coefficient.
_II" Oi>- DWASH+ IT
The induced drag coefficient contributed by the horizontal tail is positive
for either up or down tail loads.
• Pitchlng-Moment Coefficient and Stability
, The pitching-moment coefficient includes the separate contributions of the
body, wing and horizontal tail. Initial values of CMO for the wing and CMOB
for the body may be input. The wing pitching moment includes the components
from the upper and lower surfaces and from the chord extension or strake. For
the transonic limlt-shock conditions in flow zone 4, the wing upper-surface
contributions are further divided into the separate loadlngs upstream and down-
stream of the limit shock for both shock geometries covered by IXCD= 0, i.
27
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The offsets EU and EL of the wing surface loadlngs from the moment center are
defined for each flow zone Z.
The static longitudinal stability derivative includes the wing and tail -. "_
components (neglects the body derivative).
/_..I(_-E_ I_.o.__I,-,_DAX_)
C_CL - --:
\FacL _CL
FLEX and FMEX are the llft and pltching-moment factors for the wing chord
extension, EBAR is the effective eccentricity of the wing centeL of lift, and
LE is the tall length from the reference moment center (usually CG).
Longitudinal Trim (ITRIM=I)
The AEROX program includes an option for evaluating the trimmed values of
llft and drag coefflcients. For angles of attack up to 25°, the trim function
is performed while maintaining a constant value of llft coefficient. Thus, the
angle of attack is adjusted to compensate for the changes in tall llft accompanying
deflection of the tall to trim out the pitchlng-moment (CM).
The horizontal tall deflection to trim whlle maintaining constant total
llft coefficient with adjustment of the angle of attack is,
c,M , _ : DcL_.__ (_10)
DELH= (a¢l.,_,%/ L, CMCL> _.(::LNo_'_
28
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DCLTR is the increment in lift coefficient produced by the tail deflection DELII.
It is recovered through the adjustment in angle of attack, _here i
DCLTR
do¢ d%t
The incremental drag coefficient DCDTR accompanying the trim process at constant
llft coefficient is the sum of the increments of induced drag roefficlents for
the wing and tail.
:,cor_:c._,-(CLw+Dc_',__Dc_) __c<._,s.,,._ (_:a) _z)
' ,,<,_w ,,,,A_, ..lk_-_'_) '
DEXP
OCDTI_= - DCL"rI_(Tarl,) + _ CLTIt,..I,o ri (_...r,l_+ IT + D_'I-I"t)J _3_) ' "t_137
For angles of attack above 25°, AEROX performs _he longitudinal trim at constant
angle of attack, _TRIM = _.
DCLTR --CM_-_---W_Co5 c_
DELH = DC'LTE'
DCD'I"R- c'"°"t'cos(_v._)j- c_.o= {S_'ING'_j ks.<,,</ (l,.z)
Care should be exerclsed in interpretlng the trimmed characteristics. For
example, if the stability is too large, the tail deflections to trim may exceed
realistic limits for horizontal tall deflections. The tail angles of attack,
_ll' should be kept below 40 °.
29
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I APPENDIX C - BODY (BCLCDISubroutine)
The aerodynamic normal force on the body is estimated by the equation
summing the slender-body contribution and the viscous cross-flow drag. An
' updated discussion of the approach appears in reference 21, which was the
principal source of the values used for constructing the contour plot of cross-
flow drag coefficient against cross-flow Reynolds number and cross-flow t.b_ch
number shown in figure 3. The BCLCDisubroutine contains explicit equations for :
each of the nine regions indicated. The Reynolds numbers are calculated using
the atmosphere properties subroutine AT62.
_5_c'r)+c_(ETA,)s,,&(Aa,q@]/s_,,_ ,c_.'_CNNOSE =[Sin Zl_ C05 _-
CLh)O,SE - C..NNO$E COSo_+ CLOB _CIA)
CDNOSF= CNNOSESirZ_+ CDOB (C1B_
cM_ - cN,Jos_(xc_-°'6XLN./_B-_-_7+C, 0S CcZ)
At supersonic speeds, X=5,6), the afterbody load is included_ _0r e_posedle,:,rhaXA,7.
CNOoDY=C,No_(_+AXxL_^FrVA--_-/Mj/ (C3)
_ca_wl" z
The finite length factor, ETAN, (from a curve flt to ref. 21) is:
XLN
ETAN = O.55 [1:>.;'_O'-"M_X'
ine slender-body and cross-flow approach formed the basis for the method pre-
sented in reference 22.
3O
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Fig. 2. Surface Mach-number limited transonic flow.
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FLOW MACH AND REYNOLDS NUMBERS.
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